Case study

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Refurbishment and redevelopment - 85m²
Product: SlimFix®-TR 25mm composite panel
Worried about installing underfloor heating? Don’t be. We will
work alongside you - and what’s more, you’ll speak with the
same Technical Sales Adviser from start to finish.

This property was to be completely refurbished and
modernised. Working with the developer and heating
engineers, we came up with the optimum system, including
the use of our SlimFix®-TR insulated panels.

never to overcomplicate things. In this case, the SlimFix®-TR
method was the perfect solution and would be compatible

The build was brought up to current regulations in terms of

with the engineer’s choice of SUPERflex™-16 (AluPlas® 16mm

insulation levels by incorporating external wall insulation and

pipe also works well with this system).

new double glazing.
Another advantage of working with a specialist like us is that
As the developer wanted an efficient system, and height

we can supply a full range of systems which will heat the

in the property was at a premium, underfloor heating

property efficiently and fully.

incorporated in the SlimFix -TR panel was the obvious choice.
®

Our advice
SlimFix -TR is a thin (25mm), single underfloor heating panel

New build or renovation, we have all the advice you need to

designed to make fitting underfloor heating easier and faster.

get the job done on time, every time.

®

It has a lower compressive strength than its companion
product SlimFix®-25, and provides a cheaper solution.

Whether you have a specific project in mind or just want
some advice, speak to one of our experienced Technical Sales

The solution

Advisers on 030 8903441 or email info@continal.nl.

The Technical Sales Adviser worked with the heating engineer
to evaluate the best solutions for the new underfloor heating

Underfloor heating isn’t just for new builds. We will also work

system. The engineer’s preference was for SUPERflex™-16

with you on your refurbishment projects.

pipe. Quite often, the solution is simple, and that’s one of
the major benefits of working with experts like us - we know
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